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ABSTRACT

We investigate the effects of atmospheric circulation on the chemistry of the hot Jupiter HD 209458b. We use a simplified dynamical
model and a robust chemical network, as opposed to previous studies which have used a three dimensional circulation model coupled
to a simple chemical kinetics scheme. The temperature structure and distribution of the main atmospheric constituentsare calculated
in the limit of an atmosphere that rotates as a solid body withan equatorial rotation rate of 1 km s−1. Such motion mimics a uniform
zonal wind which resembles the equatorial superrotation structure found by three dimensional circulation models. Theuneven heating
of this tidally locked planet causes, even in the presence ofsuch a strong zonal wind, large temperature contrasts between the dayside
and nightside, of up to 800 K. This would result in important longitudinal variations of some molecular abundances if theatmosphere
were at chemical equilibrium. The zonal wind, however, actsas a powerful disequilibrium process. We identify the existence of a
pressure level of transition between two regimes, which maybe located between 100 and 0.1 mbar depending on the molecule. Below
this transition layer, chemical equilibrium holds, while above it, the zonal wind tends to homogenize the chemical composition of the
atmosphere, bringing molecular abundances in the limb and nightside regions close to chemical equilibrium values characteristic of
the dayside, i.e. producing an horizontal quenching effect in the abundances. Reasoning based on timescales arguments indicates that
horizontal and vertical mixing are likely to compete in HD 209458b’s atmosphere, producing a complex distribution where molecular
abundances are quenched horizontally to dayside values andvertically to chemical equilibrium values characteristicof deep layers.
Either assuming pure horizontal mixing or pure vertical mixing, we find substantial variations in the molecular abundances at the
evening and morning limbs, up to one order of magnitude for CH4, which may have consequences for the interpretation of transmission
spectra that sample the planet’s terminator of hot Jupiters.
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1. Introduction

Gas giant planets that orbit close to their star, the so-called
hot Jupiters, are not the most common type of extrasolar plan-
ets (Batalha et al. 2012), although they are the easiest to ob-
serve due to their short orbital distance and large mass. The
first planets discovered around main sequence stars other than
the Sun are in fact hot Jupiters, such as 51 Pegasi b, the first
such object found (Mayor & Queloz 1995), and HD209458b,
the first exoplanet caught transiting its star (Charbonneauet al.
2000; Henry et al. 2000). Moreover, hot Jupiters are nearly the
only ones among extrasolar planets for which constraints on
their atmospheric composition have been obtained from ob-
servations. Transiting exoplanets offer indeed the opportunity
to get transmission and emission spectra of the atmosphere
by observing at different wavelengths during the primary tran-
sit and secondary eclipse, respectively. The interpretation of
such spectra, although difficult and sometimes contradictory,
allows to identify and get the abundances of the main at-
mospheric constituents (Charbonneau et al. 2002; Tinetti et al.
2007; Swain et al. 2008, 2009; Grillmair et al. 2008; Sing et al.
2009; Madhusudhan et al. 2011; Beaulieu et al. 2011). Incoming
missions such as FINESSE, James Webb Space Telescope, and
EChO will in the near future allow to observe the atmospheresof
transiting exoplanets down to the size of rocky planets, although

to date hot Jupiters offer the best and almost unique chance to
get access to the atmospheric composition of extrasolar planets.

The characterization of hot Jupiter atmospheres has mo-
tivated the development of one dimensional models that in-
clude thermochemical kinetics, diffusion, and photochemistry,
and that aim at describing the chemical behaviour and composi-
tion of such atmospheres in the vertical direction (Zahnle et al.
2009; Line et al. 2010; Moses et al. 2011; Kopparapu et al. 2012;
Venot et al. 2012). These models indicate that chemical equilib-
rium is attained deep in the atmosphere, although the chemical
composition of the layers typically sampled by transit observa-
tions, in the 1 bar to 0.01 mbar pressure regime, is maintained
out of equilibrium due to two major disequilibrium processes.
On the one hand, the intense ultraviolet radiation receivedfrom
the star on top of the atmosphere drives an active photochemistry
which may extend down to the 1 mbar layer. On the other, ver-
tical mixing processes tend to homogenize the chemical compo-
sition above a certain height as a consequence of the rapid trans-
port of material from deep and hot layers to higher and cooler
altitudes, where chemical kinetics is much slower.

Hot Jupiters are, according to theory (see e.g. Guillot et al.
1996), tidally locked to their star and thus receive stellarlight on
one hemisphere only. Therefore, in the absence of atmospheric
winds, there would be a extremely high temperature contrastbe-
tween the dayside and the nightside. General circulation models,
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however, predict the presence of strong winds, with velocities
up to a few km s−1, that would efficiently redistribute the energy
from the dayside to the nightside (Guillot & Showman 2002;
Cho et al. 2003, 2008; Cooper & Showman 2005; Showman
et al. 2008, 2009; Menou & Rauscher 2009; Heng et al. 2011;
Miller-Ricci Kempton & Rauscher 2012; Dobbs-Dixon et al.
2012). Moreover, observational evidence of such winds has been
tentatively found by Snellen et al. (2010). These authors have ob-
served a 2 km s−1 blueshift of carbon monoxide absorption lines
in the transmission spectrum of HD 209458b at the 2σ confi-
dence level, and have interpreted it as an evidence of day-to-
night winds occurring in the 0.01–0.1 mbar pressure regime.

Winds transport material between different locations in the
atmosphere and, therefore, may have an impact on the distribu-
tion of the atmospheric constituents. In a study that investigated
this phenomenon, Cooper & Showman (2006) coupled a simpli-
fied kinetics scheme for the conversion between CO and CH4
to a three dimensional circulation model of HD 209458b, and
showed that dynamics driven by uneven heating of the planet
acts as a strong disequilibrium process and homogenize the mix-
ing ratios of CO and CH4 in the 1 bar to 1 mbar pressure range,
even in the presence of strong temperature gradients. It is,how-
ever, difficult to disentangle from such complex circulation mod-
els whether is vertical or horizontal transport the dominant dis-
equilibrium process. In their study, Cooper & Showman (2006)
argue in terms of timescale estimates, and conclude that horizon-
tal transport is not important compared to vertical mixing.

Here we adopt a different approach to study the impact of
horizontal winds on the distribution of the atmospheric con-
stituents of HD 209458b. We use a time-dependent radiative
model to calculate the temperature structure of an atmosphere
that rotates as a solid body, mimicking a uniform zonal1 wind.
Afterwards, the chemical evolution is computed at various pres-
sure levels with a robust chemical kinetics network to get the
chemical composition as a function of longitude and height.

2. The model

2.1. The radiative model

A detailed description of the adopted physical model is given in
Iro et al. (2005). Briefly, we consider a planet tidally locked to
its star, i.e. in synchronous rotation, with a radius of 1.38RJ and
a mass of 0.714 MJ, as derived for the hot Jupiter HD 209458b
(Southworth 2010). We consider that the atmosphere rotatesas
a solid body, with respect to the synchronously rotating frame,
with a constant angular velocity corresponding to an equatorial
linear velocity of 1 km s−1 at the 1 bar pressure level. Such mo-
tion of the atmosphere mimics a uniform zonal wind indepen-
dent of height, where layers remain static with respect to each
other. Under this assumption, the evolution of the verticaltem-
perature profile is given by

dT
dt
=
〈mg〉
Cp

(dF
dp

)

(1)

whereT is the temperature,t the time,〈mg〉 the mean molec-
ular weight,Cp the specific heat,F the radiative net flux, and
p the pressure. The incoming stellar flux is computed adopting

1 The terms zonal and meridional refer to the west-east and north-
south directions, respectively. In the case of tidally locked planets, the
substellar point is usually assigned longitude 0◦ and eastward is positive
(e.g. 0◦ → +90◦). As with the Earth, the rotation of the planet occurs
eastward.

Fig. 1. Thermal atmospheric structure of HD 209458b. The top
panel shows the temperature distribution as a function of longi-
tude and pressure, while the middle panel shows the temperature
as a function of longitude at selected pressure levels. The bottom
panel shows the vertical temperature profiles at the substellar and
antistellar meridians, and at the morning and evening limbs.

a Kurucz spectrum for HD 2094582 (Teff = 6100 K and logg
= 4.38), a stellar radius of 1.2 R⊙ (Mazeh et al. 2000), and an
orbital distance of 0.047 AU (Southworth 2010). The longitude-
dependent insolation pattern is calculated for a latitude of 30◦,
which corresponds approximately to the flux averaged over lat-
itude, i.e. along a meridian (see details in Iro et al. (2005). The

2 Seehttp://kurucz.harvard.edu/stars/hd209458/
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sources of atmospheric opacity included are Rayleigh scattering,
absorption from H2–H2 and H2–He pairs, H− bound-free, H−2
free-free absorption, ro-vibrational lines of the molecules CO,
H2O, CH4, CO2, NH3, and TiO, and resonance lines of the alkali
atoms Na and K. The sources of the opacity data used are de-
scribed in Iro et al. (2005), except for NH3 and CO2, whose spec-
troscopic data were taken from HITRAN 2008 and HITEMP re-
spectively (Rothman et al. 2009, 2010). In the current model, 45
layers are included with pressures ranging from 100 to 10−6 bar.
We adopt as initial condition a vertical temperature profilecom-
puted at radiative equilibrium with a one dimensional radiative-
convective model under planet-averaged insolation conditions.
The abundances of the species that provide opacity are calcu-
lated at chemical equilibrium, adopting solar elemental abun-
dances and the radiative equilibrium temperature profile, and are
assumed to remain constant with time, and therefore with longi-
tude (see Iro et al. 2005 for more details). The thermal structure
and chemical composition could be calculated self-consistently
by iterating between the radiative and chemical models. In the
case of HD 209458b our approach is, however, justified by the
fact that the main species that provide opacity and affect the ther-
mal structure are H2O and CO, whose abundances, as will be
shown in Sec. 3, are very close to the chemical equilibrium val-
ues and remain uniform with longitude. The thermal structure
of the atmosphere (temperature as a function of longitude and
height) is evaluated by integrating Eq. (1) during several rota-
tion cycles until the temperature reaches a periodic state in each
layer. We note that below the 10 bar level the temperature does
not completely reach a periodic state due to the very long radia-
tive timescale. These deep layers have, however, little interest to
study the variation with longitude of the chemical composition
since the temperature is nearly uniform with longitude.

The resulting temperature distribution is shown in three dif-
ferent ways in Fig. 1. The increase in the radiative timescale, or
thermal inertia, with increasing depth produces a couple ofin-
teresting effects. First, the maximum of temperature is shifted in
longitude with respect to the substellar meridian by an amount
that increases with depth (see top and middle panels of Fig. 1
in the 1–10−2 bar pressure regime), which is a simple conse-
quence of the eastward transport of heat. An eastward jet and
the resulting shift of the thermal emission peak was predicted
by Showman & Guillot (2002) to be a common phenomenon
in hot Jupiter atmospheres. The shift was later observed in the
thermal phase curve of HD 189733b by Knutson et al. (2007).
In the same vein, we find that the temperature is not homoge-
neous in the nightside (which would be the case in the absence
of winds), but rather inhomogeneous, with the coldest regions
located close to the morning limb (see mid and bottom panels
of Fig. 1). A second effect worth to note is that the longitudinal
profile of temperature is markedly different in the deep and high
regions of the atmosphere. Below the 1 bar pressure level the
temperature remains nearly uniform (see bottom panel of Fig. 1),
while above this level large temperature contrasts, up to 800 K,
exist (see middle panel of Fig. 1).

Our time-dependent radiative model provides an accurate
treatment of the radiative processes, although the atmospheric
dynamics is somewhat simplified. In the limit of a solid body
rotating atmosphere, the dynamics is restricted to a uniform
zonal wind. Meridional winds are, therefore, neglected as well
as vertical transport processes (layers are radiatively coupled
but dynamically decoupled). Focusing on horizontal advection
(winds), three dimensional circulation models of hot Jupiters
(e.g. Cooper & Showman 2005, 2006; Showman et al. 2008,
2009; Heng et al. 2011) find that the atmospheric circulationis

dominated by a fast eastward (superrotating) jet stream that de-
velops at low latitudes and may reach wind speeds up to a few
km s−1. Equatorial superrotation dominates the dynamics of the
atmosphere in the deep regions but as we move towards higher
altitudes the circulation pattern changes. Three dimensional cir-
culation models of HD 209458b (see e.g. Showman et al. 2009,
2012) indicate that above the 1–0.1 mbar level zonal winds are
no longer superrotating and strong substellar-to-antistellar zonal
and meridional winds dominate the atmospheric dynamics. Our
assumption of a uniform zonal wind with an equatorial veloc-
ity of 1 km s−1 also ignores variations of the zonal wind speed
with altitude, which may be significant (wind speeds gener-
ally increase with height) according to circulation models(e.g.
Showman et al. 2009). With the above limitations, our approach
should still offer a realistic approximation of the atmospheric dy-
namics of HD 209458b in the 1–10−4 bar pressure range, where
equatorial superrotation holds. This is in fact the most interesting
region to study the disequilibrium effects caused by atmospheric
circulation, as will be shown hereafter.

2.2. The chemical model

Still under the assumption of a solid body rotating atmosphere,
the evolution in the chemical composition of the different atmo-
spheric layers as they cycle around the planet is calculatedby
solving a system of differential equations of the type

dyi

dt
=

Pi − Li

n
(2)

whereyi is the mole fraction of the speciesi, Pi andLi are the
rates of production and loss of speciesi due to chemical reac-
tions (with cgs units of cm−3 s−1), and n is the total volume
density of particles (with cgs units of cm−3), which is related to
the pressurep and temperatureT through the ideal gas law. The
system of chemical equations is integrated, independentlyfor
each layer, during several rotation cycles until the abundances of
the major species reach a periodic state. During the integration
the pressure remains constant in each layer and the temperature
varies according to the longitude-dependent profiles calculated
with the radiative model. We start the integration at the substel-
lar meridian with a chemical composition calculated at chemi-
cal equilibrium with solar elemental abundances (Asplund et al.
2009) and the (T, p) profile shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 1.
The chemical equilibrium calculations are done with a code that
minimizes the Gibbs energy following the algorithm of Gordon
& McBride (1994). The choice of the initial composition at the
chemical equilibrium values of hot regions such as the substellar
meridian results very convenient as it accelerates considerably
the convergence towards a periodic state. The reasons for that
will be discussed in Sec. 3.1.

The adopted chemical network, available from the KIDA
database3 (Wakelam et al. 2012), is described in detail in Venot
et al. (2012). Here we use their nominal mechanism which con-
sists of 102 neutral species composed of C, H, O, and N (He is
just a non reactive collider in some reactions) linked by 1882
chemical reactions of three main types: bimolecular dispropor-
tionation, three-body association, and thermal decomposition.
The full set of reactions consists, in fact, of 941 reversible reac-
tions written in the forward and backward directions. For most
of them, the rate constant of the backward reaction is calcu-
lated applying the principle of detailed balance and using the
rate constant of the forward process and thermochemical data

3 Seehttp://kida.obs.u-bordeaux1.fr/models
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of the species involved. This chemical network ensures thatthe
chemical composition will evolve towards a chemical equilib-
rium state (see Venot et al. 2012). The set of rate constants and
thermochemical data of our mechanism comes from combus-
tion chemistry. More specifically, it consists of a C/H/O reaction
base developed for industrial applications (Fournet et al.1999;
Bounaceur et al. 2010) which has been validated for species con-
taining up to 2 carbon atoms and a nitrogen base constructed to
deal with NOx compounds and other nitrogen-containing species
(Coppens et al. 2007; Konnov 2009). The mechanism has been
validated against numerous combustion experiments over a wide
range of temperature (300–2500 K) and pressure (0.01–100 bar),
and it has been found suitable to model the atmospheric chem-
istry of hot Jupiters (Venot et al. 2012).

There are two main differences with respect to the original
nominal mechanism used in Venot et al. (2012). First, in this
study we also model the nightside of HD 209458b whose up-
per atmospheric layers may have temperatures lower than 300
K, i.e. outside the temperature range of validation of the chem-
ical network. At these low temperatures the rate constants of a
few reactions, mostly backward reactions whose rate constant
is calculated applying detailed balance, reach too large values.
For these few reactions we have, either adopted a different rate
constant expression from the literature, or imposed a maximum
rate constant (2× 10−9 cm3 s−1 and 10−28 cm6 s−1 for bimolec-
ular and termolecular reactions, respectively) to get reasonable
values down to temperatures lower than 300 K. The impact of
these modifications on the abundances of the major species is,
nonetheless, negligible. A second difference is that in this study
we have not considered photochemical processes, so that theex-
cited states of oxygen and nitrogen atoms, O(1D) and N(2D),
have not been included, as they are mainly produced by pho-
todissociation of various molecules. Previous studies have found
that photochemistry has a very minor impact on the atmospheric
composition of the dayside of HD 209458b, due to the high tem-
peratures which help to maintain chemical equilibrium (Moses
et al. 2011; Venot et al. 2012). The vertical temperature profiles
adopted by these authors above the 100 bar layer are mainly
based on the results of the three-dimensional circulation model
of Showman et al. (2009), which results in dayside tempera-
tures higher than those found with our time-dependent radiative
model. We therefore note that the lower temperatures we find
are likely to increase the impact of photochemistry, as compared
with the studies of Moses et al. (2011) and Venot et al. (2012),
on the abundances of some species, noticeably HCN, CO2, CH4,
and NH3, in the upper (above the 10−4–10−5 bar layer) dayside
atmosphere of HD 209458b. At these altitudes horizontal winds
are, anyway, substellar-to-antistellar rather than superrotating.

Some of the limitations of our current chemical modelling
approach, where layers are assumed to be independent from each
other (they are neither radiatively coupled through the transfer of
ultraviolet photons nor dynamically coupled by vertical mixing),
will be addressed in a future study.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Zonal wind: effects on the chemistry

The impact of a uniform zonal wind, mimicking an equatorial
superrotation, on the atmospheric chemistry of a hot Jupiter such
as HD 209458b may be understood in terms of timescales. On
the one hand, we have the chemical timescale of the different
chemical transformations that take place as the wind moves ma-
terial between the hot dayside and the cooler nightside, andon

Fig. 2. Longitudinal distributions of the mole fractions of CH4,
CO, and CO2 for selected pressure levels, as calculated by the
chemical kinetics model with a uniform zonal wind of 1 km s−1

(solid lines) and by chemical equilibrium adopting the longitu-
dinal temperature profile of each pressure level (dotted lines).

the other hand, there is the dynamical timescale related to the
zonal wind motion.

If the atmosphere were at chemical equilibrium everywhere,
we would expect important differences in the chemical compo-
sition of the dayside and nightside due to the high temperature
contrast between both planet sides. For example, at chemical
equilibrium most of the carbon is in the form of CO at high tem-
peratures and as CH4 at temperatures below∼1000 K. This is
illustrated in Fig 2, where chemical equilibrium abundances of a
few molecules (CH4, CO, and CO2), as computed along the lon-
gitudinal temperature profile of each pressure level, are shown
(as dotted lines) as a function of longitude for selected pressures.
It is seen that forp ≤ 10−2 bar, methane has a low abundance in
the dayside, where most of carbon is in the form of CO, but be-
comes very abundant in the nightside at the expense of carbon
monoxide.
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The presence of a zonal wind, however, produces significant
departures from chemical equilibrium. In Fig 2 we also show (as
solid lines) the mole fractions of CH4, CO, and CO2 resulting
from the chemical kinetics model after 10 rotation cycles, when
the abundances of the major species have already reached a peri-
odic state. We can identify two major types of regimes. In thehot
and dense bottom layers of the atmosphere chemical timescales
are short and chemical equilibrium is attained (see e.g. thecase
of CH4 at 1 bar). At higher altitudes, however, temperatures and
pressures decrease and chemical timescales become longer than
the dynamical timescale, producing a ”quenching” effect on the
abundances (see e.g. the case of CH4 at 10−2 and 10−3 bar). In
these upper layers, species tend to reach an abundance uniform
with longitude, close to the chemical equilibrium values ofthe
hottest dayside regions. This latter fact makes very convenient
to start the integration with the chemical equilibrium composi-
tion at the substellar meridian, in which case the initial abun-
dances are already close to the final quenched values and so the
convergence is considerably accelerated. We have verified the
non-dependence of our results on the initial chemical composi-
tion by starting with chemical equilibrium compositions atother
longitudes, such as the antistellar meridian, and we find that the
same periodic state is reached for the abundances of the major
species, although at much longer integration times, especially in
low pressure layers.

In the layers of transition between these two regimes the be-
haviour of the chemical composition with longitude is such that
abundances are close to the chemical equilibrium values in the
hot dayside, where chemical kinetics proceeds faster, and remain
somewhat quenched in the cooler nightside, where chemical ki-
netics is slower (see e.g. the case of CH4 at 10−1 bar). Each
species has its own chemical timescale of formation and destruc-
tion, and so the transition between the chemical equilibrium and
quenching regimes is located at a different pressure level for each
species. For CH4 and CO the quenching region is found above
the 10−1 bar level (see Fig 2), so that the large day-to-night abun-
dance variations predicted by chemical equilibrium for these two
molecules atp ≤ 10−2 bar are not effectively attained. This re-
sult was also found by Cooper & Showman (2006) using a sim-
ple conversion scheme for CO and CH4. For other molecules
with shorter chemical timescales the quenching level is located
at higher altitudes (above the 10−3–10−4 bar level for CO2; see
Fig 2).

We have adopted an equatorial wind velocity of 1 km s−1,
although three dimensional circulation models of HD 209458b
find equatorial wind velocities in the range 0.1–10 km s−1

(Showman et al. 2009; Heng et al. 2011; Miller-Ricci Kempton
& Rauscher 2012). The wind velocity affects the distribution of
the abundances in two ways. On the one hand, it has an impact
on the longitudinal temperature profile; the slower the windve-
locity the higher the day-to-night temperature contrast (see Iro et
al. 2005). It therefore affects the chemical equilibrium composi-
tion attained in the bottom atmospheric layers, which depends
on the local temperature. On the other hand, the wind veloc-
ity determines the horizontal dynamical timescale and therefore
the quenching level, which is shifted upwards with slower wind
velocities. Although our results depend to some extent on the
adopted wind velocity, overall the qualitative behaviour of the
distribution of the abundances remains the same.

The zonal wind, therefore, tends to homogenize the chemical
composition of the atmosphere, bringing species abundances in
the nightside close to those prevailing in the dayside. In the upper
atmospheric layers, above the 0.1–10−4 bar level depending on
the species, abundances are quenched to chemical equilibrium

values of the hottest dayside longitudes. Below this quenching
level, where chemical timescales become comparable or shorter
than horizontal dynamical timescales, abundances can experi-
ence significant variations with longitude induced by the longi-
tudinal temperature gradients. At these pressure levels the abun-
dances of some molecules can be quite different in the two
meridians of the planet’s terminator (the morning and evening
limbs), with consequences for the interpretation of transmission
spectra (see below). Deeper in the atmosphere, below the 1 bar
level, temperatures are high and uniform with longitude, sothat
the chemical composition is also uniform with longitude and
given by chemical equilibrium.

At high enough levels, horizontal quenching makes the
chemical composition to be homogeneous with longitude, which
allows to apply retrieval methods based on a single vertical
chemical profile when interpreting transmission spectra. At these
chemically homogenous levels, the molecular composition of
the limbs is nearly independent on the local temperature andis
mainly determined by the substellar temperature. This raises an
interesting question: can the abundances measured at the limbs
be used as a thermometer for the substellar region? Although
they can indeed provide constraints on the hottest temperatures
experienced by the gas, quenching occurs at a different temper-
ature for each species. Therefore, not only the observed mixture
is in disequilibrium with the local temperature but it is also in
disequilibrium with any temperature. For instance, at the 10−4

bar level, the sunrise and sunset limbs are respectively at 510
and 820 K and they both exhibit the same abundances for CO,
CH4, CO2, N2 and NH3. The CH4/CO and NH3/N2 abundance
ratios both correspond to a chemical equilibrium composition
at 1300 K, which is nearly the temperature of the substellar re-
gion, but the CO2/CO abundance ratio corresponds to an equi-
librium composition of a cooler mixture (at 1145 K). Of course
these quenching temperatures depend on the elemental compo-
sition and the wind velocity, and are derived from a rather sim-
ple circulation pattern. In addition, we should keep in mindthat
composition may vary significantly between the equator and the
poles. We will come back to this point at the end of Sec. 3.2.

3.2. Horizontal vs vertical quenching

In the limit of a solid body rotating atmosphere, where dynam-
ics is restricted to a uniform zonal wind, molecular abundances
are quenched above a certain pressure level to chemical equilib-
rium dayside values. The distribution of the chemical composi-
tion computed in this way is, however, likely to be unrealistic
due to the existence of vertical transport processes, whichtend
to quench abundances vertically above a certain height to chem-
ical equilibrium values characteristic of hot deep regions(Moses
et al. 2011; Venot et al. 2012).

In order to compare the predictions of our zonal wind model
with a model where dynamics is restricted to vertical mixing,
we have constructed a one dimensional model in the vertical di-
rection that includes thermochemical kinetics and vertical eddy
diffusion, and applied it to various longitudes. Photochemistry
is not included to allow for a proper comparison with the zonal
wind model. We use a code which is based on the same prin-
ciples of that used by Dobrijevic et al. (2010) and Venot et
al. (2012). We adopt the temperature-pressure vertical profiles
calculated at each longitude with the time-dependent radiative
model (see bottom panel of Fig 1) and the chemical network de-
scribed in Sec. 2.2. The dayside-averaged eddy diffusion coef-
ficient profile estimated by Moses et al. (2011) from the three

5
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Fig. 3. Vertical distributions of the major species, after H2 and He, at 4 longitudes: substellar meridian, evening limb,antistellar
meridian, and morning limb. We show the mole fractions givenby the zonal wind thermochemical kinetics model (solid lines), by a
one dimensional model in the vertical direction including thermochemical kinetics and vertical eddy diffusion (dashed lines), and by
chemical equilibrium adopting the (p, T ) vertical profile at each longitude (dotted lines). Note that abundances above the 10−4–10−5

bar level may not be reliable due to the lack of photochemistry in our model and, in the case of the zonal wind model, to a likely
change in the circulation pattern.

dimensional circulation model of Showman et al. (2009) is
adopted, for simplicity, at every longitude.

In Fig 3 we show the vertical distribution of the ma-
jor species at the substellar meridian, evening limb, antistellar
meridian, and morning limb, as computed by the zonal wind
model (solid lines), by the vertical mixing model (dashed lines),
and by chemical equilibrium (dotted lines). Both the zonal wind
and vertical mixing models predict important departures from
chemical equilibrium, especially in the cool nightside regions
(see e.g. CO and CH4 at the antistellar meridian). The verti-
cal distribution of the abundances predicted by the zonal wind
model is quite similar at the 4 longitudes, and is essentially given
by the chemical equilibrium composition calculated at the sub-
stellar meridian. There are some differences in the vertical abun-
dance profile of some molecules when moving from one lon-
gitude to another (see e.g. CO2 and CH4 at the substellar and
antistellar meridians) although the main effect of the zonal wind
is that it tends to homogenize the chemical composition at the
limbs and nightside to chemical equilibrium dayside values. The
vertical mixing model shows a quite different picture, where
abundances remain at chemical equilibrium in the deep atmo-
sphere, and are quenched above the 1–0.01 bar pressure level,

depending on the molecule, to the chemical equilibrium values
characteristic of this quenching level. Since the verticaltemper-
ature profile is different at each longitude, the value at which the
abundance of a given molecule is quenched can also vary from
one longitude to another (see e.g. CH4 at the substellar and an-
tistellar meridians). We note that photochemistry may playan
important role above the 10−4–10−5 bar level, so that the abun-
dances calculated by the zonal wind and vertical mixing models
above this layer may not be very reliable.

Therefore, in the limit of a zonal wind, abundances are
quenched horizontally (above the 0.1–10−4 bar level) to chem-
ical equilibrium dayside values, while in the limit where dynam-
ics is restricted to vertical mixing, abundances are quenched ver-
tically (above the 1–0.01 bar level) to chemical equilibrium val-
ues characteristic of the hot deep layers. We can get a rough idea
of the relative importance of horizontal and vertical quenching
from timescales arguments. The dynamical timescale of horizon-
tal mixing τdyn,h may be roughly estimated asπRp/u, whereRp
is the radius of the planet,u is the zonal wind speed, and where
the distance between substellar and antistellar points hasbeen
adopted as length scale. For our zonal wind speed of 1 km s−1

we getτdyn,h ∼ 3 × 105 s. Similarly, a rough estimate of the dy-
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namical timescale of vertical mixingτdyn,v may be obtained as
H2/Kzz, whereH is the atmospheric scale height andKzz is the
eddy diffusion coefficient. Adopting values forH andkzz in the 1
bar to 1 mbar pressure range of HD 209458b’s atmosphere (H =
300–700 km,Kzz = 1010–1011 cm2 s−1) we find thatτdyn,v takes
values between 104 and 5× 105 s. We should keep in mind that
the above timescale values are just a crude estimation. On the
one hand, the zonal wind speed may span a broad range of values
up to 10 km s−1 depending on height and latitude, according to
three dimensional circulation models of HD 209458b (Showman
et al. 2009; Heng et al. 2011; Miller-Ricci Kempton & Rauscher
2012). On the other hand, the use of the atmospheric scale height
to estimate the dynamical timescale for vertical mixing maynot
be an accurate choice, as discussed by Smith (1998). Finally, the
values of the eddy diffusion coefficient adopted, which are esti-
mated by Moses et al. (2001) from the three dimensional circu-
lation model of Showman et al. (2009) as the horizontally aver-
aged global rms vertical velocity times the height scale, may be
quite different if they are more properly estimated through, e.g.,
the diffusive behaviour of a passive tracer included in the circula-
tion model. Moreover, dynamical timescales are expected toex-
perience important variations as a function of longitude, latitude,
and height. Taking into account all these limitations, we may just
conclude that the dynamical timescales for horizontal and ver-
tical mixing have the same order of magnitude. It is, therefore,
very likely that both horizontal and vertical quenching aresimul-
taneously at work in the atmosphere of HD 209458b, which may
result in a complex atmospheric distribution of the abundances
of some species. Our timescales estimates are similar to those
found by Cooper & Showman (2006) for HD 209458b, although
these authors conclude that horizontal quenching is not impor-
tant. Cooper & Showman (2006) argue that chemical timescales
exceed the horizontal dynamical timescale above the 3 bar level,
where abundances have already been quenched by vertical mix-
ing. It is, nevertheless, the comparison between the dynamical
timescales for horizontal and vertical mixing,τdyn,h andτdyn,v,
which allows to argue on the dominant (either horizontal or verti-
cal) quenching mechanism, wheneverτchem remains longer than
any dynamical timescale.

As shown in Fig 3, the molecules CO, H2O, and N2 (as
well as H2 which is not shown) show a uniform abundance
with height and longitude, either adopting the zonal wind model
or the vertical mixing model. For these molecules it is, there-
fore, of no relevance whether horizontal or vertical quench-
ing dominates. The vertical abundance profile of the other ma-
jor molecules CH4, NH3, CO2, and HCN shows important dif-
ferences when calculated with the zonal wind model or with
the vertical mixing one. Moreover, using either of the two
models, some abundance variations with longitude are found.
These molecules, therefore, may have different abundances in
the evening and morning limbs, which would have consequences
for the interpretation of transmission spectra. In Fig 4 we com-
pare the vertical distribution of the abundances of CH4, NH3,
CO2, and HCN at the evening and morning limbs, as computed
with the zonal wind model and the vertical mixing model. In the
case of CH4 we see that abundance differences up to one order of
magnitude are found between the two limbs, either in the 1–0.1
bar pressure regime (if horizontal mixing dominates) or at every
height above the 1 bar level (if vertical mixing dominates).NH3
and HCN show a similar behaviour, with very small abundance
differences in the 1–0.1 bar pressure range, as predicted by the
zonal wind model, and a difference of a factor of 2–3 above the
1 bar level, according to the vertical mixing model. Finally, in

Fig. 4. Vertical distributions of the abundances of CH4, NH3,
CO2, and HCN at the evening (solid lines) and morning (dashed
lines) limbs, as calculated by the zonal wind model (thick lines)
and by the vertical mixing model (thin lines). Note that abun-
dances above the 10−4–10−5 bar level may not be reliable due to
the lack of photochemistry in our model and, in the case of the
zonal wind model, to a likely change in the circulation pattern.

the case of CO2 it is predicted that a moderate abundance differ-
ence between the two limbs would be found if horizontal mixing
dominates, while no difference would be observed if it is ver-
tical mixing which dominates. Methane seems, therefore, tobe
the species that could show the most important abundance dif-
ferences between the evening and morning limbs.

The retrieval of atmospheric properties and composition
from primary transits implies the comparison of the observed
transmission spectrum with a synthetic one obtained with anat-
mosphere model. Ideally, this model would be a detailed three
dimensional model coupling dynamics, radiative transfer,and
chemistry, so that the only parameters to be adjusted would be
the elemental abundances. This is unfortunately not doableat
this time and one dimensional models are currently used for
this purpose. Our study shows that the one dimensional ap-
proach is acceptable because of the longitudinal homogeniza-
tion produced by zonal circulation. On the other hand, transmis-
sion spectra generally probes simultaneously both west andeast
limbs4, which have very different temperatures. Since transmis-
sion spectroscopy is very sensitive to the temperature via the
scale height (Tinetti et al. 2007), retrieval should include the con-
tribution of (at least) two different vertical temperature profiles.
Transmission spectra probes also latitudes from the equator to
the poles, and therefore latitudinal temperature variations are an
additional complication.

Another important matter of debate is the lack of self-
consistency between chemical and temperature vertical profiles
used by one dimensional retrieval models. It would be tempting
to use one dimensional profiles in which molecular abundances
and temperature are computed consistently, in order to limit the
dimensions of the parameter space that has to be explored when
the model is not self-consistent and any composition is allowed
(e.g. Tinetti et al. 2007; Swain et al. 2008; Beaulieu et al. 2011).
We have shown, however, that the temperature variations experi-
enced by the gas in the zonal flow affect the composition so that

4 Ingress and egress could in principle be treated separately, although
in the practice this is very difficult due to, among other reasons, stellar
limb darkening effects.
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abundances above the 1 bar layer are determined by a mixture
of temperatures, which are close to those of the hottest regions
encountered rather than to the local temperature. Because this
effect competes with the chemical quenching produced by ver-
tical mixing, a minimum self-consistent approach would imply
to calculate the limb vertical structure and composition with a
time dependent model that accounts for both the vertical mixing
and the horizontal circulation (an additional complication would
be to account for latitudinal chemical gradients). This will be
the next upgrade of our model. To our knowledge, such model
has never been used to interpret spectra, although it may help to
shed light on some unexplained observations and contradictory
analyses.

4. Summary

In this study we have carried out an attempt to understand the
impact of atmospheric circulation on the distribution of the at-
mospheric constituents of a tidally locked hot Jupiter, such as
HD 209458b. The temperature structure and the distributionof
the chemical composition as a function of longitude and height
have been computed in the limit of a solid body rotating atmo-
sphere, which mimics a uniform zonal wind. Adopting an equa-
torial wind speed of 1 km s−1, we find that chemical equilibrium
is attained below the 0.1–10−4 bar pressure level, depending on
the molecule, while above this transition layer, molecularabun-
dances are quenched to chemical equilibrium values characteris-
tic of the hottest dayside regions. Reasoning based on timescales
arguments indicate that such horizontal quenching is likely to
compete in HD 209458b’s atmosphere with the vertical quench-
ing induced by eddy diffusion processes, implying that in some
atmospheric regions molecular abundances are quenched hori-
zontally to dayside values while in other regions abundances are
quenched vertically to chemical equilibrium values characteris-
tic of deep layers. Moderate abundance variations between the
evening and morning limbs are found for some molecules, up to
one order of magnitude in the case of CH4, assuming that dy-
namics is either restricted to a zonal wind or to vertical mixing,
which may have consequences for the interpretation of transmis-
sion spectra obtained during primary transits.

Ideally, a realistic distribution of the molecular abundances
throughout the whole planetary atmosphere could be obtained by
coupling a three dimensional circulation model to a robust chem-
ical network. Such approach is, however, a complicated taskfor
numerical reasons. For the moment, insights into the influence
of atmospheric dynamics on the chemistry must be addressed
either coupling a three dimensional circulation model to a sim-
ple chemical kinetics scheme, as done by Cooper & Showman
(2006), or by using a simplified dynamical model and a robust
chemical network, as done in this study. We plan to overcome
some of the limitations of our current modelling approach, which
does not consider neither photochemistry nor the coupling be-
tween horizontal and vertical mixing, in a future study.
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